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… In which a dubious itinerant old woman invites an assortment of
young men and teenage boys into a blue painted wooden shed ‘for
adventures.’
That’s the network premiere of the new season of Doctor Who,
tomorrow night at nine, here on Fux.
However, coming up shortly, we have another episode in our ‘teach
yourself French’ soap opera. In this enthralling episode, when the
Armande family’s flight to Paris is diverted via Florida, Mr. Armande
becomes quite vocal, with hilarious results. That’s French cussing in the
USA with Merde Mon Père Dit tonight at ten on Fux.
But before then, please keep your eyes on the screen, and both your
hands on the keyboard – making sure they’re clearly visible at all times
– because I’m Chuck Connor – triple quilted for your comfort – and
you’re about to start reading in the EAYOR Zone.
However, before the Rapture begins, here are these few short
massages from our sponsors:+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=

EAYOR is © 2017 and is produced by Skate Press/Chuck “You do know that motion
detectors affect my medication, don’t you?” Connor.
No rights are retained before, during or after publication – all rights are returned to their
respective authors/artists (unless material has been ripped off from somewhere else, ahem!) on
acceptance.
While most of EAYORs contents are now Original Material – some of this one isn’t. This
one is what happens when you write pieces for eAPA’s Boopledoggin’. EAPA is one of the
original/first Monthly Electro-APAs (details available at www.efanzines.com) – eAPA – where
the Oracle Sun System always shines, no matter how much the FAT32 lady sings. EAPA is
considered by many to be the equivalence of Ultimate Korma by those who cannot help electrofannying around (it says here...))
Skate Press Producktions are available for Trade/Usual, eLoCs/LoCs (Letters of Comment),
CoCs (Cards of Comment), Dooples, Whooples, and Scooples of Snood – plus anything of a
curious and interesting nature.

EAYOR – The Official Journal of the Counterfeit Goat Appreciation Society

+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=
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But before we return you to our regular deprogramming, here’s a
picture of a pair of tasty Russian Army birds….

Fleas Stoat:The Bicyclic Gene appeared in Boopledoggin’ #86 – September 2015
A Life With Rodney appears here for the first time – December 2017
Of Shoes and Ships and Sealing Wax appeared in Boopledoggin #94
– March 2017
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As Syd Barrett probably once sang

I’ve got a bike
You can ride it if you like
It’s got a nest of bats
A snake that sings
And boy this acid is good.
I’d give you some if I could
But I’ve swallowed it (all)
It’s been a while since I last rode a bicycle. Well owned and
maintained one, and ridden it on a more than just an occasional
basis.
This time round the bike is somewhat different to what I’ve
ridden in the past. For one it’s a ‘high street commercial’ brand in
the form of a Raleigh. And it’s one of their Talus range – though I
should point out here that because of my inside leg measurement, I
went for the 29R variation.
And when I first saw one advertised secondhand, in fairly good
to ‘almost new’ condition, it didn’t appear to be anywhere near as
expensive as I’d originally believed the beasts had become since
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Mountain Bike Fever had infected every poser and pedal-pushing
Tour de Castleford wannabe.
So why was it being advertised for sale? Well, for those not in
the know, June/July/August is often the time when a young man’s
thoughts turn to simple cash transactions in order to see them
through the up-coming round of school/educational establishment
breaks.
The fact that Mum (or, more likely, Dad) believed the
Christmas-stroke-birthday-stroke-bar mitzvah-stroke-whatever
present would be enough to break the hold of the Xbox-strokePS4-stroke-Duke Nuke-em-Vs-The-Slime-Bandits-From-EpsilonCygma-Poppet III is usually a mute point by the time it comes to
the
Time-on-your-hands
–-------- over –-------Available-funds
equation.
It’s not the first time I’ve worked this annual occurrence to my
advantage. Way, way back, when I was sent to Gibraltar, I found
the cost of local Spanish imported cycles to be far too much for
what they were. However, over in the Navy quarters, with mum &
dad about to be shipped back home – or after junior had lost
interest because he/she trashed it in the first couple of weeks – the
price of cycles were a lot cheaper. Yes, you had to go across into
Spain and find a reliable source of spare parts (or get the cables
shipped over from the UK) – but the ‘hassles’ were worth the effort.
Sadly, the bike was stolen about 6 months before I was due to
return to the UK. A Russian based container tanker had docked
several days before, and there had been a massive crime wave of
‘easily removable things’ – prams, bikes, garden furniture and
white utility items such as washing machines, fridges and freezers –
all left outside, usually in Utility sheds or poorly secured garages.
But, a couple of months ago, during the Sunday supermarket
shop, I found a Raleigh Talus advertised in the local TESCO. The
supermarket has one of those old fashioned cork notice boards by
the main exit – the sort where people can pin up three-by-five
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postcards that serve as adverts with For Sale across the top, and
below that is often a picture of the item for sale.
I remember looking at it for several minutes, bemused by the
fact the model had disk brakes as standard rather than the more
traditional caliper version – or the Shimano ‘v’ style.
I wrote down the price, and wondered what had happened to
the days of Yoko? When almost all the cards in post office
windows used to have a price ending in ONO? Or Near Offer was
standard.
Then, on the way back home, I stopped off at The Hyde and set
about meeting Edd.
The Hyde is a sort of strip mall/shopping area not far from us.
It’s not the most attractive, nor the most inviting – in fact several
friends had mentioned it to us, using a similar tone you’d use when
telling someone that a particular part of town was a notorious No
Go area. Both Den and I have never had any trouble – either during
the daytime or the evenings when I’ve dropped down to one of the
assorted convenience stores and picked up essential groceries.
I’ve even left my semi-permanent mark on the place – my tag, if
you like – in weather-resistant paint.
A couple of years ago, during a mid-week morning when I was
working from home, I dropped down to The Hyde to get Den’s
repeat prescriptions from the local pharmacist. There was a
community project on the go, involving 4 large cement panels on
the side of a building that forms part of The Hyde entrance way.
The panels have been carefully prepared and airbrushed – red, blue,
green and yellow – and the community project organizers had
massive aerosol cans of black paint and around a dozen boxes of
surgical rubber gloves.
There was also a line of people – some school children, some
mums with toddlers, and several others who had obviously stopped
to see what was going on. It’s a British tradition. You see a line, so
you automatically get involved with it.
As I’m beginning to get near to the front I’m given a surgical
glove. Out of devilment, I take my watch off and put the glove on
my left hand. Then, front of the queue, I’m allowed to pick a color,
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pick an area I could reach, and within 30 seconds the outline of my
left hand had been spray painted in black onto the colored
concrete. Then I’m told to take off the glove and drop it into the
nearby dustbin. Next!
It was efficient, very clean, and in a sea of hands whose thumbs
all point to the left, mine is one of the very few which points to the
right. Even now, some three years later, every time I go into The
Hyde via the main parking area, I look and find my hand print,
and I wave back at it.
Yes, I know, I should be on medication, but….
Back to Edd. He moved part of his business to The Hyde around
the end of 2013 – taking over the old YMCA Charity shop and the
unit next door to that – some Credit Union that had been more
closed than open. I’m not entirely sure why Edd picked The Hyde,
but seeing the shop become locally successful has been key in
regenerating my interest in getting another bike.
It’s a bit of a strange shop – the layout still maintaining the basic
two units, only now it has a massive rectangular hole cut into the
dividing wall – and I find myself subconsciously stooping a little
because there are bikes everywhere. Parked on the floor, up the
walls, hanging from parts of the high ceiling. Edd himself is where
he usually is, working in the open plan workshop located in the
corner. He’s a thirty-something uber-enthusiast, and I hate him for
the casual and modest way he parades his whippet-thin fitness.
That, and his forever-smiling helpfulness. If he was a grumpy old
sod then I wouldn’t feel so guilty about using him as a sounding
board for a sale I initially had no intention of completing.
As casually as I can, I work around the obvious question until
there’s no getting away from it. Yes, he has a Talus 29R towards
the back of the shop. It’s brand new – the model isn’t that old, but
the design has been reviewed pretty favorably for what it is –
cheap, but not downright budget.
He stops building up what looks like a carbon-fibre Anthracite
black frame – tricking it out with matt black wheels and a jet black
saddle – and I get that twitchy feeling in my leg. Not the one I
sometimes get around 3 in the morning that has me jumping out of
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bed and working at the cramping calf muscle so it finally relaxes
again. It’s the one which says I want to swing my leg over, push
down on the upraised pedal while pulling up on the handle bars,
and hearing the unique sound of tyre tread on asphalt
Back in my pre-Navy youth I used to road race with a local
club. I didn’t have anything fancy. In fact a lot of it had been scraps
and salvage. I learned how to drill out and re-tap threads – use
PXR-5 oil to free up bearing races, then pack them with Mollyslip
so that the graphite would make it seem as if they were almost
frictionless, and spoke-spanner other peoples’ discarded ‘kinked’
wheels so I had the luxury of a running spare should I get a
punctured front wheel on my way to one of the evening meetings.
Then, back in 1974, while I was waiting for acceptance into the
Royal Navy, I used to process turkeys by day, and in the evenings I
would hit the local roads on a rebuilt 10-speed steel frame racer,
with skinny 27 by ¾ inch tubs, leather block brakes, and a lot of
dreams in my head.
And over the years, every so often, I revive some of those
dreams, and end up with a bike of one sort or another.
The cycle before this Raleigh Talus was a beautiful metallic midblue Stagg Pegasus – bought back at the start of 1996 from a little
corner bike shop in Northwood Hills. It was second-hand and
needed some TLC – just like the TESCO advertised Talus – but it
was standard for its time, ie, it only had 18 gears worked by two
thumb sliders. There had been one of the first 21-gear Raleigh
bikes for sale – cheaper than the Stagg because of the extra gear
and the oddly modified back forks.
Four years later and after I snapped one of my Anterior Cruciate
ligaments it was eventually sold on to someone else.
Back to the shop in The Hyde, and Edd wheels the bike out
from some place without causing any domino effect with the rest of
his stock – and I try not to be immediately seduced by an Eddy
Merckx (pronounced Mercs) – it’s price tag is a mere mid-four
figures (£5,000) but they’re rightly famous for quality, build, and
design. Quite often they’re hand built for an individual order.
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I look away, afraid that I’d fall under its siren-like spell, and
focus again on the Talus. It’s rock solid, and as I give it a once-over
I’m bemused by all the snap lock, or quick release, or just Allen key
sockets. I doubt there’s an old-fashioned nut and bolt in the whole
of its construction.
He shows me that it’s now all fixed point gearing – no slide and
hope – and going from first to twenty-first is just a matter of
clicking the triggers with your thumbs and index fingers. Disk
brakes are standard….
He knows I’m hooked – I wouldn’t be there if I wasn’t – so he
offers to throw in a front and back light for free. I ask about the
tyres and air pressure – 35 to 40psi – better add a decent pump
then. And a crash hat…
When I ask about the price he immediately quotes me a figure
that catches me off guard. Instead of saying “Ah, well, that’s a little
too rich for me,” and then walking away – I end up saying things
like “This is a new one, isn’t it? Not second-hand or anything?
Customer return, maybe?” But it isn’t. It seems Amazon have a sale
on, and so he is forced in some respects to come down to their level
in order to try and make a sale.
I ask if there’s a discount for cash, and he looks at me. “For
cash I’ll throw in a pair of crud catchers,” he says. They’re sort of
mud guards, but smaller than the ones I used to know. Later, as
I’m still in the Gosh-Wow phase of riding again and too eager to
bother to put the things on, I end up going at speed under a couple
of local underpasses – and come out the other side coated from toe
to tip in slurry mud – the result of overnight rain – cursing my own
eagerness, and laughing at the inevitability of it happening.
That’s one of the advantages of Stevenage. Being one of the
early New Towns, the planners put in miles of cycle tracks and
walkways that duck under (and a couple over) most of the main
roadways – even under the main rail line.
It also means I’m slowly getting myself fit again. I’ve already
found myself a nice little 6 mile circular routine, full of hills, that
takes me around 45 minutes to an hour – depending on head
winds, rain, or just personal enthusiasm. I’m not at the endorphin
9
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junkie stage yet. Been there, done that, and had the withdrawal
symptoms when the ACL injury stopped me from running 5 miles
in the morning and 5 in the evening. I still wire myself into an old
(read vintage by today’s technology) MP3 player, and listen to a
variety of tracks which help keep me going – or drive me along.
And let’s face it, when I’m ripping down the Six Hills cycle tracks,
singing along with the Eurythmics, or the Cramps, or Rizzlekicks –
almost oblivious to everything around me except the road up ahead
– I know I made the right decision in not buying the second-hand
bike on offer on the TESCO noticeboard. It gives the seller one
more chance to discover what it is they’re missing.
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LoCs
&

Chains
Usually at this point would come page upon page of LoCs on the
previous issue. Only the previous issue was some time ago, and most
of the conversations have sort of died off.
However, I’d like to run a few snippets, starting with this from
Steve Sneyd, mostly because it captures something of a time long
gone:“Are your writing experiences your answer to Ed Reardon’s week?
When I was still actively sending work out widely, I soon realised
could only believe something was going to appear when it had
appeared – when I once did the math, percentage of accepted work
that actually appeared where accepted within 2 years of when it was
supposed to was, on running average, around 40%. Self publishing has
clearly become the way of the future – first musicians escaping the grip
of record labels as gatekeepers, and now with writers, with set-ups like
lulu.com and Amazon making it so easy, and attitudes so changed
from when it was regarded as “vanity publishing” – now even Hugos
allow self-published to be nominated, and a self-published novel
picked up for movie – The Martian.
“Notable synchronicity – I’d just put an item re poetry in Yandro in
Data Dump, and added that name was one I’d not seen in years,
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another hen’s tooth, mention turns up in Milt Stevens’ LoC. Alongside
Yandro, I’d put Don Brazier’s Title – one of very few I afterwards
regretted having donated my copies to the late Vin¢ Clarke’s Fanzine
Heritage Library. Of the Brit ones, Lisa Conessa’s Zimri, I still think
stands head and shoulders, even though I got nowhere near as far into
first issue.
“Enjoyed some of your impudently groan-worthy puns, often with
deeper subtexts. Love the idea of Patagonian’s growing mazes [Ah, the
joys of trusting spelling chuggers] – also particularly taken with illo
p16 of Charon as waterskier facilitator, and Dali takeoff VW – now, if
the various regulators had looked properly at it they’d’ve twigged years
ago that the company was rigging diesel emission tests. Talk about
hiding your sins in plain sight.
“Mention of Crown Court in passing in entertaining panto audition
tale triggered a mini nostalgia – back when I worked for the
Manchester Evening News, at midday break I used to sometimes
escape to pubs away enough from work that I wouldn’t run into
anyone wanting to talk shop, and one such was The Albert pub just
into Salford – partly picked as it was the same name as my then
Huddersfield local. It was an Irish pub, and first few visits got
silence/negative attitude, and anti-English songs would come on – but
when I asked the landlord where he got a wonderful one “Maggie
Thatcher, Curse of the Irish Nation”, next time I went in he gave me a
copy on tape, and after that the hostile silences were a thing of the
past.
“Anyway, to get at last to the point, they had Crown Court on in
there, as was that time, and I recall one particular one, in 3 parts, was
so good I went back to catch every instalment, and even wrote to the
TV company to congratulate them on it. I can’t remember a thing
about the plot, but do recall getting a letter from the writer saying how
pleased he was I’d enjoyed it, and was a left feeling said that clearly he
got very little feedback, for him to reply like that, as it clearly wasn’t a
form letter.”
Keeping on the subject of publishing, Brad Foster replied to
EAYOR #5 with this comment regarding getting published and
facing the collapse of the project:
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“As an artist, I've been doing my own dance moves with online small
publishers the past several years, trying to find someone who will
actually be able to go all the way toward publication, in either paper
or pixels. So many big plans, big promises and then big crashes. But,
we keep looking, keep hoping….”
Which is unusual in this day and age of Kindle, Smashwords, and
Createspace – or Ingrams if you really want to be (almost) totally
independent with your publications.
Lastly, here’s Rich Dengrove, reminiscing over his own very
creditable success in the Land of the Writing Dead:
“So let the farce begin. First, I will start with my views. My belief
about fame and fortune in writings can be summed up in two words
“Good Luck!” Most of us writers are troubadours not making a
goddam cent but enjoying writing until then. I no longer feel bad about
the fact I have made my living elsewhere. However, this is how I
conceive writers experience fame and fortune in literary efforts. First,
they go to the right source, i.e., small press. Then they hope that
enough people will like their stuff enough so that the big publishers
come calling. Thus, from the enterprises you try, it sounds like you are
going to the right source.
I remember how writers were supposed to ascend to fame and
fortune by sending their stuff directly to big publishers. Lots of luck,
today. They only publish authors of some fame; people with a known
track record. Also, forget about sending away to agents. I have never
known anyone to get published through an agent. I have to admit that
an agent got my sister’s book accepted by Disney’s publishing house.
However, a change occurred in management; and the new
management cancelled its publication.
No, what gets published by the big publishers these days was first
published by small publishers. That is how Tom Clancy became big.
That is how a lot of people have become big. The latest I heard about
was Andy Weir’s The Martian. In fact, you could get it on the web for
a long time for free. It got so popular, however, he sold it to a big
publisher, and immediately it jumped on and up the New York Times
bestseller list. What‘s more it is hard science fiction whose author was
mainly interested in technical practicalities. It went out of fashion with
high button shoes. ...Or did it?
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I haven’t equaled such notables in fame and fortune, of course.
However, I have had my own successes. You be the judge of whether I
am the gallant or doofus of the literary world. I have gotten published
and paid by small publications, as you did. It helps, though, that I
write nonfiction as well as fiction. I got $150 for a biography of
Johnny Gruelle from Gale Publications, a reference book outfit.
...Who? What?... He was the creator of Raggedy Ann. Also, I got paid
$150 for an article about the Newton apple and the Newton apple
tree. Yes, Sir Isaac did indeed see the apple fall. It didn’t hit him,
though. From these acceptances, I must have become ecstatic right?
Actually, I didn’t care for the experience either time because the
publications tended not to use my material in the final article. In fact, I
ultimately decided not to publish my material on the history of the
propeller beanie in a paying publication. Instead, I got a friend to
publish it in his fanzine.
By the way, I never was asked to sign a contract; so your literary
cred has far surpassed mine.
On the other hand, I did win a contest for the worst short horror
story of 1989, “The Carrot of Death.” The story made no sense at all,
which, I guess, is the idea behind the worst short horror story. As an
award, I got $20, a ceramic froggy, and a picture of Rosemary’s
Froggy (something like the title “Rosemary’s Baby”). She treated her
contributors well. Another minuscule publisher, Shelby Vick, bought
my story “Zar in the City of Illusions” for his Planetary Stories; but I
have yet to see the story published and any money from the story. I am
not holding my breath either. Shelby was in his eighties last time I
heard, and he could have died for all I know. There was something
unique about the story, though. It concerns a fat hero. You don’t read
about many of those.
I guess that’s as much as I wish to say about my literary career
such as it hasn’t been.
Again, many thanks to all those who commented, and once things
are more settled, then we should be back to our usual transmission
schedule – whatever the feck that might be….
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A Life With Rodney

It’s hard to tell exactly when Rodney Leighton and I first became
aware of each other. It would’ve been sometime around 1985 or 1987
– mainly as for 10 months of 1986, I was working on the Global ’86
‘Sales’ deployment – and The Garden Hotel, Singapore, was where the
final issue of IDOMO was produced.
True, during that trip I was able to visit Bruce Kalnins (he of
Nocturnal Emissions fanzine), and I even attend a V-Con (both being
in Vancouver) – but there was absolutely no chance of me making it
into the wilds of Nova Scotia and back in a day.
Not that finding him would’ve been all that difficult, because he
had to be really really famous. Well, his address at that time was (I
think) RR#3, Pugwash, NS, Canada B0K 1L0 – which basically broken
down meant his mail was delivered by going to the town of Pugwash,
along Rural Route #3 – no house number, or location – and B0K 1L0
covered over 135 addresses. In other words he was already well known
to the postal services, that immaterial things such as house numbers
and street names had become irrelevant. I still have no earthly clue
how my mail got to him, but it always did. Towards the end though,
after his move to # 11 Branch Road, Rodney had begun to worry
about missing mail, and so I ended up numbering the letters and
packages I’d send to him.
However, about 30+ years ago, we initially came together through
the pages of Mike Gunderloy’s Factsheet Five – a colossal review
magazine that had become a unique and primary focal point for almost
everything ‘alternative’.
Back from the joys of the Falklands in 1982, and following some
personal upheaval, I’d latched onto FF (as it became affectionately
known) as a means of finding alternative escapism, rather than just the
usual SF Fandom output. Rodney was reviewing alternative music for
Jim Testa’s Jersey Beat, as well as putting out his wrestling zine (aka
sheet) Rod’s Reflector. RR was, I think, the only wrestling fanzine
back then to focus on the fans, rather than the wrestlers – along with
reviews of other fanzines, writers and commentators. And it was
written in a no-nonsense, abrupt and brusque style that was
constructive rather than destructive and downbeat.
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Of course, from the start he’d always hated poetry – claiming that
he’d read so much poor quality work in his early years, that he’d had
more than his fill of it. He even stated his dislike quite clearly in his
first LoC back to me:“The reviews are thoughtful, thought provoking, and
varied. Just get rid of all the fucking poetry.”
Back then, being fiercely protective of my zine, I’d written back –
“…As for the poetry? Well fuck you, Betty-Sue, the poetry stays. Now,
do you want to trade or not?”
And that was how we started not only trading our own zines, but
also duplicates and various other material from a wide spectrum of
sources. Back then, when postage was cheap and I was still receiving
around 200 pieces of mail per month, it was easy to fill a padded bag
to the postal limit and post it sea-mail over to Canada. Printed Matter
– Reduced Rate was what kept us going for years.
In reply would come an equally diverse bag of publications, flyers
and stickers – and to this day I still couldn’t tell you what political
leanings Rodney had, if any. Anarchy and anti-establishment material
rubbed staples with small press, SF faznines, indie perszines (pre
Internet blogging, remember), nothing was too outré to pass on. He
also sent me several issues of some carbon-zines – hand typed fanzines
duplicated via carbon paper sheets in between three additional sheets
of paper. End result, 4 copies of a page. Reload and retype to generate
another 4 copies of same.
Yet it wasn’t just the diversity of material he seemed to attract and
seek out. It was the underlying fact that he cared about the writing
(sometimes regardless of the quality of production – such as the old
Cut&Paste, or handwritten and photocopied zines) and the
personalities behind the words. To Rodney, the personal insights and
connections were the important thing, which sometimes seemed at
odds with his own often blunt outspokenness – though most of the
time that part of him was often blurred with his dry, sharp,
observational humour.
This was highlighted by his sister – Sharon – in some respect, who
wrote in an email to me after his death:16
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“One of the things that Rodney liked about
writing zines was that he could be the person he
felt himself to be, without reference to past
expectations or failures, misunderstandings and
injustices. I will say that it seemed to me that he
experienced a lot of injustice in his life, but I
doubt that he'd want me to elaborate on that. He
gave you the person he wanted you to know in his
zines and letters. It was more than most people he
knew in person ever got to know.”
His letters would appear in the likes of Mimosa, Knarley Knews,
Twink, Alexiad, No Award, and Askance (to name a bunch at
random), and often he would comment on zines I’d send him, sending

the comments to me – on the grounds that he’d not been sent the zines
directly, but if I should wish to pass on his words, then….
And then, after his mother’s death in 2003, everything seemed to
jolt to a stop – as if the power lead had been yanked from its socket.
Pearle (whom he always referred to as just mum) seemed to have been
his anchor point, giving her support (though not always her approval)
to any project Rodney undertook – be it in the real world or the zine
world. His ‘hibernation’ combined with my own FAFIA at that time,
put a break in our communication.
Later, in the first letter compilation zine I created from his
correspondence, he had this to say about his – for want of a better
expression – loss of self-confidence:

“August 21st 2010. It has been 7½ years since
my mother passed away and I don’t know if I
am over it yet. Something I have never been
able to figure out is that my desire to do
reviews and my belief in my ability to do so
seemed to die with Mum. She was always
supportive of my small press stuff, because she
used to say that everyone needed something of
fun and interest and that was mine. Yes, I
know, I did some shit. But nothing I was really
17
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pleased with. And even more intriguing… she
didn’t even like the music I used to review and
my interest in doing music reviews and the
ability to do so both vanished when she died;
haven’t done one since.”
So fast forward to 2006, and I’m finally out from under a seriously
crappy 11 months with the-then US controlled Raytheon, and working
in a MoD bunker over near Watford. I pick up with Bill Burns and
eFanzines, and in amongst the fannish prim & properness is a tiny
kernel of craziness. Old time Canadian fan, Steve George, had scanned
several of Rodney’s then-recent fanzines (Bits of My Boring Life and
The Mail Carrier Brought It) and posted the pdf files up on eFanzines.
I wrote a letter and within 3 weeks we had reconnected. I sent him a
copy of my own short-lived Paper Cuts, which then sparked comments
regarding computers, the Internet, and electronic fanzines.
Back then, with no computer, no smartphone, no Internet, poor
analogue TV reception about to be pulled in favour of digital – and
pissed off with me for comments about Tatamagouche being 10 miles
north of the Here Be Dragons signs – he asked how he could play
DVDs from Australia.
I said he needed something that was multi-region, and not long after
that he wrote back, saying that he’d bought a new DVD player. For
$40. “And it still won’t play the fucking disks.”
Thankfully, after two or three more letters, I found it would play
video files in AVI format, aka DivX. And so began a regular stream of
DVD disks, loaded with whatever I could find on Bittorrent sites – TV
shows, music videos, wrestling, and his other great passion – National
Hockey League (aka the NHL). And to this day I still know nothing
about the game. Except that he always supported the Habs (Montreal
Canadiens) – even though they were forever playing crap (according to
Rodney.)
“So why not follow the Toronto Maple Leafs?”
“Hell no!”
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Then there were the PDF fanzines printed off from Bill Burns’
eFanzines site. I wasn’t the first to do that for him – Steve George was.
Steve was getting swamped with Real Life, and as I was solo working
down in a bunker (ie, just me on that part of the project), it was a
simple matter to print the stuff off and mail it to him. Work duly
covered almost all of the process – except for the postage – and when it
finally came to doing Rodney’s fanzines in hard copy then it seemed
silly not to just add them to the files being printed off. It also
continued when I moved to another project back in 2013. In fact, I’m
pretty sure that Rodney was the only ‘fan’ who received various pdfonly zines in a hardcopy format, and printed off in colour as well.
Until 31st March 2017. I’d been offered a very good redundancy
settlement in February, and had decided to take it. Rodney’s health
had been deteriorating before then, and we both sort of felt that the
fanzine side of things had run its course. I’d printed off a stack several
days before I left, and in the letter I’d said it was going to be the last
for a while.
Ten weeks later he was gone.
So, what of the person himself? There isn’t
much in the public domain, and it wasn’t
until after his death did I get to learn more
about his childhood and early life – again,
from his sister, Sharon. But that didn’t stop
Rodney from tossing the occasional stick
grenade into the conversation from time to
time:-

Rodney aged 12

“I was born down on the Fundy shore,
more or less. 62 years ago my father tried
to drown me in the bay. I went out there
a few times over the years, aunt lived a
couple miles from that spot. Sometimes I
can feel it calling.”
[Jan 23rd 2016 – Rodney’s Fanac ‘#7]

Rodney was born on July 17, 1948, in a tiny community called
Bramber, situated on the shores of the Minas Basin, which is the upper
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portion of the Bay of Fundy – a place that has the highest tides in the
world.

I never found out anything more about the attempted drowning,
only that it happened when Rodney was about 5 years old. However,
the area, notorious for its extreme tides, had a profound effect on him.
From another email, Sharon provided this insight:

“That may seem irrelevant unless you realize, as you
said, he was "empathic with the geography around
him". For the first nine years of his life, he watched
the daily disappearance and reappearance of the sea.
That's what it looks like, as the tide goes out so far
you can't see it anymore. I think it gave him a sense
that you can't hold on to anything; if it comes back,
all well and good, but it's going to leave, whatever
you do.”
Although he never really discussed his childhood openly, growing
up in an isolated community during the 1950s and 60s, and with a
very dysfunctional relationship with his father, his escape was through
books – and throughout his life he was a voracious reader, almost
regardless of the genre – though with a love of Westerns,
Crime/Mysteries/Thrillers, History, Philosophy, Fantasy, Science
Fiction, and later in life Theology and religions. This was probably
when he developed his love of Nero Wolfe novels and short stories, to
the point where his knowledge was encyclopaedic.
However, even into early adulthood, things were never easy for
him.
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“One of the interesting small press things that
happened this year involves a young man out in
California who has had a much more difficult life
than I have had. I was thinking yesterday about the
year that my siblings and I each got an orange and a
piece of hard candy in our stocking and a pair of
hand knit socks from Mommy & Daddy for
Christmas and we had raw potato hash with some
carrots for dinner. God that was a long time ago.”
[25th December 2015 – Rodney’s Fanac
#4]
When Sharon supplied the photograph above – along with another
from the 1990s – she included the following comment:

“We're not a photocentric family. However, I have
found a couple that you might enjoy. The first is my
own favorite; it shows him at about age 12, before
his dreams all died.”
I wrote back and asked if she’d care to expand, which generated the
following:

“[…] The first time I saw the light go out of his eyes
was when he was at Nova Scotia Agricultural
College. I suspect, like others I've known, he had
looked forward to going to college, finding people he
could talk to, with interests like his own.
Unfortunately, NSAC tends to be over-stocked with
macho, materialistic people who are inheriting
Daddy's farm, don't care about their studies, and like
to bully scholarship students like Rodney. He never
spoke about it, but I know from things my mother
has said that he had a really hard time there. Then
he graduated, only to find out that my father had
refused the inheritance of the farm and my
grandfather was so annoyed with him that he made
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sure the whole thing went to my uncle and his
children, even though none of them wanted to farm.
(They eventually made it into a campground for
tourists.) The whole thing was sheer stupidity, but
that's the way the world works sometimes.”
While that helps to explain the external persona he would
sometimes create – often defensive-aggressive and blunt in regard to
reviews and comments (something that Ted White would call
“pugnacious” in regard to his semi-regular columns in Henry Welsh’s
The Knarley Knews) he rarely showed his less-guarded personal side.
Away from SF Fandom and zines in general, Rodney had a deep
love and an empathy with the soil and the countryside around him.
He’d been a farm hand, assistant at cattle auctions, even a stint as a
farmer himself, before becoming involved with land and forestry
management as a silviculture expert.
At some time during the late 60’s or early 70’s he was also involved
with Canadian professional wrestling, and had been asked if he was
interested in trying out for a pro circuit, run by Stuart Hart, while
Rodney was working in Calgary. Again, this is pieced together from
scraps and asides, and when pressed on it he would only vaguely touch
on being invited to train in The Dungeon – Stuart Hart’s gym – though
as far as I can understand he didn’t want to get involved with that side
of the Stampede Wrestling business.
In later years he would sporadically subscribe to the Wrestling
Observer Newsletter (aka WON) – but his on-again-off-again feelings
regarding its editor, David Meltzer, sometimes got the better of him.
By the early 1990s Rodney had transitioned from farming and
agriculture to land and estate environmental management – aka
silviculture. Far from being ‘a lumberjack’, a silviculturist actually
assesses, surveys, plans and helps manage forests, in order to sustain
and encourage renewable growth, harvesting, and eco-balancing, while
ensuring evasive species are removed.
His love of the environment around him was evident in a lot of his
letters, and I was always slightly annoyed when he would return the
proof copy of whatever zine we were compiling, with most of the
observational/sensitive writing edited out. Sadly, although Rodney’s
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Fanac #8 managed to get started, it was never finished, so only a small
fragment managed to survive:

“May 23 [2016]. Sun is shining brightly. I am
having trouble standing up. I managed to stumble up
to the box to collect the week's fliers so that the mail
carrier can put in a bundle of mail should she have
any for me.
“Grass is green, lots of flowers in bloom, some
blooms on the cherry tree. The tulips are also in
bloom. Except when it gets cold and they close up.
Woman who owned this house before me had a little
flower garden parallel to the driveway; it was only a
foot or so wide. Packed with various types of flowers,
mostly bulbs. I quite enjoyed having it; intended to
dig it up every year.
“Of course, it never did get dug up, things started
dying out. Daffodils still pop up; they are mostly
done for this year. Tulips are not as big or thick as
they used to be but they still come up and bloom,
after 19 years of neglect. Got some Day Lilies that
popped up in the middle of the garden last summer.
No idea where they came from. Sister is allergic to
them. Probably going to have to extract those. I kind
of like them.
“Guess what? I have been thinking about buying
some fishing tackle and a license and doing a little
fishing again. Used to love doing that. Never had much
luck. But I used to really enjoy tossing a worm and
hook out into a lake or river and firing up the pipe, sit
there for a half hour or so, puff on my pipe, relax.
Catch a fish once in a blue moon made it all the better.
I know I can't do that, no way I can smoke a pipe.
But… but… I am starting to think about buying the
gear and a package of cigars; go and toss in the line
and smoke a cigar. Is that stupid? Crazy?”
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The last letter I received from him was handwritten, on a small
sheet of lined notepaper:-

“May 15, 2017.
Hi Chuck,
Still alive!
Dye test May 24
Heart operation unknown
Colonoscopy #2 sometime this summer
Can’t use the typer, hands tremble too
much.”
The typer was a long obsolete IBM Wheelwriter, that he’d picked
up secondhand for $20, some 12 to 15 years ago. It was problematic
from the start, and became steadily more ‘insane’ the older it got.

Rodney went into hospital for the dye test, but never quite made it
out again. After 8 hours open heart surgery, and a period of time spent
in the Intensive Care Unit, he passed away on the evening of Sunday
June 18th.
There’s little else I can add, mainly as Sharon sums it up much
better than I could:

“After the fact, we learned that Rodney was much
sicker than anyone, including his doctors, realized.
The surgeon said, ‘I have never seen a heart so badly
damaged in a living human being.’
“I liked him a lot and often wished he was not one of
those people for whom everything that could go
wrong would go wrong. And then he died as the
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result of a heart operation with a 98% success rate.
But the tides that go out always come back in; in
some way, in some world, I know Rodney is having a
second chance.”
So what better way to close than with this from Rodney himself:-

“Anyway, have fun sorting through this crap. Well, if
you followed it, this is now the end.”

[Rodney Leighton – 17 July 1948 – 18 June 2017]
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Of Shoes, and Ships, and
Sealing Wax….
It’s official – I’ve been declared childish by He-Who-Believes-HeShould-Be-Obeyed – viz my other half. This all-encompassing
declaration was made while we were both in the Kitchen section of
John Lewis (For American readers – think of an up-market Sears, with

hints of Pottery Barn, along with Crate & Barrel).

Sadly the declaration was not followed by the words “I’ll see you at
the car in thirty minutes” – which usually means sixty, but who-thefeck’s counting?
The declaration was made after I had apparently broken my
promise not to hunt out the clockwork kitchen timers. As in hunt them
out, wind them up and set them to ring at different times. But, if they
weren’t meant to be tested before purchase, then why put them out on
display like that? Anyway, I wasn’t the one who did it that time.
Well, not directly.
But, apparently, if you supposedly encourage a kid to do it, and
show them how to wind one up, then who am I to be held responsible
if they decide to prime the other 8 or 9 various timers on display?
And no, I’d nothing to do with encouraging someone to activate
and set the electronic egg timer that was shaped like a miniature
mutant chicken – and let me tell you that looking ‘smug’ when it starts
‘buk-buk-buk-BUK-KIRK!’-ing as we’re finally leaving Kitchenware is
not an admission of guilt.
I ain’t no snitch, but it was that little bastard over by the electric
can openers, the one wearing the flashing-light trainers, and laughing
his head off.
Yet I wouldn’t even think of doing something like that if I wasn’t
sort of bored – a condition I put down to being genetically different to
the majority of my tribe.
When I go out to shop for something, it’s because I actually
want/need it. I know precisely what type of shop to visit in order to
purchase said item. I go in, find the item, pay for it, then leave – the
rest of the day being spent on doing other more productive things.
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Which is usually repairing/fixing/modifying/replacing something with
an exact same something (or as near as damn it) that I went out into
town for in the first place.
What I do not do, is think of something I need, think of at least half
a dozen other things I don’t need but want to look at just in case I can
somehow figure out a way of making myself believe we actually do
need one – and if we’re going to get that then we really need to get the
assorted accessories that should go with it, to finish it off – which, of
course, means we’re going to have to totally redecorate because that
colour just won’t go with what we’ve got in there already. And, of
course, if we redo that room it will only show up the rest of the house,
so that’s going to have to be the next priority….
The first time I did the timer thing was in the large Lewis store at
the bottom of Watford Parade, near the glass pyramid thing that in the
past has been a bedding shop, then an electrical gadget shop, and at
one time a carpet shop. We’d parked up in the section of the multistorey aptly called Queens (the other three being Kings, Palace and
Charter – sadly no Jacks) – and on the level where the John Lewis ‘selfservice’ loading area was – around about the 3 or 4th floor. We needed
to be on that floor for when we loaded up with whatever it was we
were buying.
Whatever it was we were buying was way down in the basement –
which meant using the escalators to go down all the floors in the
bloody store. However, some (read 99%) of my tribe have genes which
have obviously been spliced with those of a magpie, so on the way
down to the basement, any and every sparkle, every scintillation, every
shiny flashy thing, was duly noted and logged for future reference.
That future beginning just as soon as we left the basement and had to
travel back up to the 3rd or 4th floor – floor by painful floor.
But if that wasn’t bad enough, days/weeks/months later there is
always the danger of PTSD – ie Post Traumatic Sales Disorder, because
somehow the said must-have purchase is now either too big, too small,
too wide, too tall, or not precisely the right shade of the perfect colour
because shop lighting can be very deceptive sometimes.
And believe me, no matter how sweet and joyous – how totally
comparable to The Rapture – or however compelling the temptation
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may be, it’s never wise to poke the dragon with the I-Told-You-So
stick.
There again, in regard to the last Kitchenware incident, I can offer
up mitigating circumstances in regard to the cause. You see, I was also
in mourning because somehow I’d managed to lose my Sunday hag.
Her name was Gillian, and she was one of the pickers in TESCOs
on the Sunday mornings I do the main weekly shop. I don’t mind
doing that on my own, because I know what I want, and I know how
to get it – provided I know what isle and shelf it’s recently been moved
to.
True, I’d seen her a while back, pushing that large trolley loaded
with little crates while I – armed with my trusty shopping list –
wheeled my wheelbarrow down isles wide and narrow, muttering
“Cornflakes” and “Pasta” all dried as dried oh.
However, it wasn’t until what I fondly remember as The Bag of
Chips Incident, did we actually start talking to each other.
You see, a long time ago – maybe 50+ years – I’d developed the
habit of humming to myself. Not necessarily songs of the day, but
mixed in were things like Summertime from Porgy & Bess, Mary
Mason’s version of Just Call Me Angel of the Morning or something
more up-tempo like Psycho by The Sonics.
So one Sunday, about four months or so ago, I’m digging around
one of the frozen goods open freezers looking for the bag of oven
ready chips at the bottom because as any fule kno, the ones at the
bottom stay frozen the longest. Especially when the checkout queues
are fairly slow. And, of course, I’m humming the most appropriate
song I know for those times when I’m rootling around in a freezer:TV Set by The Cramps.

Yeah baby I see you in my Frigidaire
Behind the mayonnaise
Way at the back
I’m gonna see you tonight
For a midnight snack
Although it’s cold
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You won’t grow old
Since I put you inside my Frigidaire…
I get hold of the bottom bag, pull it up to the surface with an “Ahar!”, turn around and am just about to drop the frozen potato chunks
into my trolley, when I see Gillian beside her cart, barcode scanner in
one hand, looking at me and suppressing a giggle.
Before I can say anything about my Public Embarrassment Module
having ceased functioning decades ago, she tells me it’s been ages since
she heard any Cramps songs, and never in public. Then she was off,
her barcode gun harvesting goods and items destined for those too lazy
to come out and shop for themselves.
Several Sundays went by, and we’d nod and smile at each other –
until the Idiots in Power decided to totally re-arrange the shelves,
stock-wise. That would’ve been fine, only they didn’t re-arrange the
ceiling suspended notices – the ones saying ‘Bread’, or ‘Chicken’ or
‘Here Be Seasonal Items We Haven’t Been Able To Shift Since The Last
Time.’
That change meant not only did I, but also thousands of other
shoppers, no longer have a clue as to where the feck everything now
was. Apart from the ‘fresh’ fish counter, of course. And the bakery.
And the – well, you get the idea anyway.
It also meant I would sometimes ask Gillian where things had been
relocated to.
Me: If possible, could you tell me where the inhabitants of Isle 24
have now been displaced to?
Gillian: Carton soup now Isle 12, yoghurt and milk now with
butter and marg – down 19.
Then came our last meeting. She’d sort of snuck up behind me while
I was ordering some cooked meat from the Deli counter. I didn’t know
she was there, and after I’d asked for some corned beef “sliced on
number 4 thickness, so you can taste it rather than see through it” I
then saw the display of Sopocka – Polish cured/smoked pork loin.
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“And 8 slices of Peppa Pig should do nicely.”
Behind me Gillian giggled like a St Trinians schoolgirl. “Honestly!
They should never let you out of the Home!”
I turned round and said something in reply – along the lines of:
“What do you expect when I’ve been off my meds for the last week?”
Only when I turn back to collect the corned beef and the sopocka, the
Deli counter assistant is giving me a really weird look – not helped by
me adopting a Ronnie O’Sullivan (Cock-er-knee snooker player) voice
and saying, “Only messin’ abart, mate,” before finally pushing my
trolley off to wherever next I thought I needed to be.
As they almost said of Byron – Mad, bad, and far too old to give a
flying rat’s furry ass-crack.
But it wasn’t until just after New Year that I gradually realised
Gillian was no longer working at the supermarket. I asked several of
the other delivery box fillers, and they all said she’d now left for places
unknown. And for whatever reasons – I don’t honestly know why – I
no longer wanted to be doing the shopping on a Sunday anymore.
I can only put it down to the fact that those chance meetings with
Gillian – as chance as the crazy starlings forever running around the
TESCO car park – were enough to dispel the boredom of the mundane
long enough for me not to really care about Sunday shopping, because
there was always the off chance of having a little laugh during the hour
or so it takes to trolley up and down the isles and toss things into the
shopping cart.
So that is why I’m back humming to myself again, scaring nosey
little kids in the fruit & veg section by telling them that the green stripy
cantaloupe melon – still with the vestigial remains of the stalk – is, in
fact “a beumb” in a pseudo-Inspector Clouseau voice, and generally
sinking back into a trolley-zombie mentality that seems to infest the
isles on a Sunday morning.
It’s also why I’m back letting the Devil take control of my idle
hands, and why I now have an almost insatiable desire to own a
mutant chicken egg timer that ‘buk-buk-buk-BUK-KIRK!’s for as long
as the batteries last.
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And so we close the double doors once more on the sponge rubber hall
that is the new Chateau on the Plateau, now situated in the wonderful
wigged out district that is Crowland, Lincolnshire.
I’m not sure when the next EAYOR will be, mainly as things need to be
done around here in order to get it a little more the way we want it –
which means applying a larger amount of TLC than has been the case
with the two previous owners.
So, until then, I’ve been Chuck Connor – so hot, even I have to wear
oven gloves just to touch myself appropriately – who can be easily
contracted by any of the following unprotected means:Email - chuck.connor@gmx.co.uk
Or via the vagaries of snail-mail, using a correctly stomped anteater, scent
to:81 Peterborough Road, Crowland, PE6 0BB, Lincolnshire.

And with that, all I can say is

Goodnight out there,
whatever
you are….
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When I was quite young I was taking a stroll in the woods when a
stranger emerged from the trees.
Out of his jodhpurs he whipped an object the like of which I had never
seen before, which he brandished before my astonished eyes.
Then he muttered something about the batteries being flat, and went
off in a filthy bate.
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